The Practitioners' Network

Regional Dimension:
- 10 regional electoral resource centres and complementary regional networks of election professionals

Thematic Dimension:
- election practitioners and specialists from more than 40 countries

Knowledge Resources:
- the world’s largest online repository of electoral knowledge

Capacity Development:
- capacity development and advisory services at regional and global level

What is ACE?

the first ever global knowledge network established in the field of elections
Regional Centres

DRC
South Africa
Mexico
Senegal
Jordan
Indonesia
Kenya
Peru
Hungary
Armenia
Target Audience

policy-makers and legislators
media representatives
academics
the civil society
and more...

election administrators
electoral assistance providers
members of parliament
political party representatives
donor agencies
Project Aims

provide target audience with all necessary information and skills to increase:

- transparency
- efficiency
- credibility

in the administration of electoral processes
Project Aims

- help address capacity building needs and to support institutional strengthening of EMBs
- contribute to the consolidation of the democratic institutions in both established and emerging democracies
Practitioners’ Network

Global Network on Elections

thematic dimension

regional dimension

GENERATE SHARE APPLY

SPECIALISED ELECTORAL KNOWLEDGE
Practitioners’ Network

200 members
Areas of expertise
Different languages
THE PRACTITIONERS’ NETWORK

HIGHLY COMPUTERISED VOTER REGISTRATION???
Contribute with your expertise
Expand your knowledge
Obtain peer advice
Collaborate with your peers
Stay informed
Share your stories
Have your say
Get your next job

log in to the workspace

ACE Workspace

Login Name

Password

log in
Practitioners’ Network

Working Groups

Space for internal dialogue and collaboration among ACE Partners and selected members of the Network
Working Group on Civil and Voter Registration

Pilot Working Group on Civil and Voter Registration hosted by the ACE Network

Specially invited experts with specific expertise in this area

A series of tasks related to Voter Registration
**2nd task:** International IDEA’s Voter Registration Handbook Project

The WG will provide insight and input to the terms of reference and contents of the Handbook.

Potential ”expert group” offered remunerated assignments.

---

Electoral Procurement Working Group
(Community of Practice)